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FREE!!!
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SportsBook Breakers and Killersports.com are teaming up again to produce the 2014 MLB Daily 
Information Sheet.  This two-page sheet is your first place to start each morning for your baseball 
gambling information.  The sheet will include a straight up, over/under, and starter trends of the day 
(with the valuable SDQL text included), a daily schedule chart, and other valuable handicapping 

information for that day’s games.  For an example of the daily newsletter, see pg. 34.

You can get all this for the low, low price of FREE!  That is not a misprint as SportsBook Breakers and 
Killersports.com have collaborated to provide this invaluable information for you free of charge.  Why 
pay hundreds of dollars a year on other sites for newsletters that don’t provide the hard hitting and 

relevant information that Killersports.com can get you every single day?

When you sign up at Killersports.com (or go to  Edit Profile and Subscriptions for those already 
members) all you have to do is click the “E-mail me the free KillerSports.com Newsletters” to get this 

newsletter delivered free to your inbox every morning.  
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is in the midst of a strong three-year MLB run, and plans to make 2014 its best 
year yet. SBB has added to its database for 2014 including several dozen new 
long-term winning systems, and plans to use new graded systems as part of 

its handicapping to further the winning ways.

We are excited to announce that SportsBook Breakers will continue the best 
handicapping deal in the business this season.  You can get a seven-day 

package of all SportsBook Breakers MLB picks for just $50 in web debit value.  
That’s just $7 a day!!!

Why wait for the week to week package when you can lock down an entire 
season of SBB’s quality picks right now?  The entire regular season package is 

available for just $799!!

All picks and packages are available at www.killercappers.com.

http://www.killercappers.com/
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The 2014 MLB Handicapping Bible contains 
information that any bettor can use to become a 
confident, informed and successful gambler while 
tackling the 2014 season.  There are trend sets,  
isolated trends and perhaps most importantly, 
key articles on interesting betting subjects.  This 
information alone might not make you a great bettor, 
but the content of this book is a great jumping point 
for a successful 2013 season.

The main trend set produced by SportsBook 
Breakers includes six trends in past performance 
for each team or its starting pitcher.  There are four 
play-on or play against W-L trends for each team 
(TEAM001-004), one over/under trend for each team 
(TEAM005) and  one starter-based trend for each 
club (STR001-032). 

ALL of the trends come with the Sports Data Query 
Language (SDQL) that generates the trend.  With the 
SDQL text, you can verify the accuracy of the trend 
but more importantly you can see how the trend is 
performing anytime during the season.  To check any 
trend, type (or paste) the SDQL text into the query 
text box at:

http://killersports.com/mlb.py/query

and then simply click on the query button.  The 
results should appear in a second or two.

If you have any questions about the SDQL, post 
them at the Google Group for the SDQL at:

http://groups.google.com/group/SportsDataBase

The group has many expert members, including 
the genius behind the Sports Data Query Language, 
Joe Meyer.  Feel free to post any questions/comments 
about this publication there as well.

For the self-starters, check out the one page basics 
on how to use the SDQL on pg. 5. If you are looking 
for more information, check out this baseball specific  
manual on the SDQL:

http://killersports.com/MLB/PDF/query_manual.
pdf

If you are looking for a more concise guide to the 
subtle complexities of SDQL covering all sports, visit 
the guide at: 

http://www.sdql.com/intro.html

We have no doubt that you will quickly become 
hooked on the SDQL at Killersports.com and the 
quality information that SportsBook Breakers and 
all the quality handicappers at Killercappers.com 
can provide with it.  

Now there are a couple of great ways to track 
the trends found in this book.  The first is to save 
these trends (or ones you discover on your own) at 
killersports.com.  To do this you need to be logged 
in as a member. After performing a query (from the 
NBA or the MLB or the NFL query page), you will see 
a save to personal trends hyper link above the query 
text input box.

Clicking on this save to personal trends link 
will bring you to a page where you can type in a 
description of the trend. Along with a description, 
many like to type in the record of the trend here 
in order to track the performance throughout the 
season.

After entering a description clicking on the SAVE 
button saves your trend. When one of your trends 
is active, you will see a hyperlink to the game listing 
and your descriptive text on the My Trends page.

Currently, you are allowed two free trends, after 
which each trend costs two bucks per season.

For the trends found in this book, an even 
easier option exists... LET US TELL YOU!  Each day, 
SportsBook Breakers will publish the KillerSports.com 
2014 MLB Newsletter.  This two-page sheet will be 
your first stop each morning for up-to-the-minute 
baseball handicapping information.  

When you sign up at Killersports.com (or go to  
Edit Profile and Subscriptions for those already 
members) all you have to do is select “E-mail me 
the free KillerSports.com Newsletters” to get this 
newsletter delivered every morning.  

We would like to thank MTi Sports, SportsBook 
Breakers and Pick Sixty Sports for their contributions 
to this book and hope you enjoy the content and 
find it a useful start to the baseball season. Join us 
all season long and let’s make this a  successful 2014 
campaign.

INTRODUCTION

http://killersports.com/mlb.py/query
http://groups.google.com/group/SportsDataBase
http://www.sdql.com/intro.html
http://www.killersports.com
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SDQL stands for Sports Data Query Language.  It is a new 
language that allows the investigation of past sports results 
over the internet using your home computer.  It is easy.  It 
is fast and it is free.  If you can perform a search on Google, 
you can query the past results of professional sports games.

Like the Google search, there is a text query box in which 
you enter what you would like to search.  Unlike Google, the 
search has to be specific and you must use the Sports Data 
Query Language.  The advantage of the SDQL is that you get 
exactly what you ask for.

For example, if you want to see all the no-hitters in major 
league baseball since 2004 simply enter: 

 hits=0    
query  

into the query text box and then click on the query button.  
It is as simple as that!  There are SDQL query text boxes at 
many internet sites.  The most developed is currently at:

http://killersports.com/mlb.py/query

To see all the MLB games in which a team scored at least 
ten runs without hitting a home run, use:

 HR=0 and runs>=10    
query  

That’s it!  

The SDQL allows access to billions of situations that are of 
interest to sports historians, the sports media, fantasy league 
participants and serious sports bettors.

An ability to quickly and efficiently interrogate historical data 
in Major League Baseball (as well as the NBA and NFL) will 
provide the SDQL user a terrific advantage over those that 
just pore over box scores and read other people’s interpre-
tations of the results. 

Perhaps the best way to grasp the SDQL is to simply try 
the hundreds of examples in this book.  There is an SDQL 
manual at the end of the book and websites at which you 
can pose SDQL questions.  That said, there are only a couple 
of key ideas that will get you well on your way to becoming 
an SDQL master.

The first is that a query consists on a number of conditions 
separated by the word “and.”  The second is grasping the 
difference between the team and the opponent.  In sports, 
there are two combatants. To distinguish between them, 
SDQL calls one of these the team and the other the oppo-
nent. This allows access to results based on both the perfor-
mance of the team and the performance of their opponent.  

For example, we can see how a team performs when they 
score at least five runs and we can see how a team performs 
when their opponent scores at least five runs.

For example, to see how the Giants perform in games in 
which they scored at least five runs, use:

 team = Giants and runs >= 5    
query  

When this query is run, the computer responds with a 
records summary and a game listing of all the games since 
2004 in which the Giants scored at least five runs.

Since there is no game reference on the parameter ‘runs’ 
it refers to the team and the game in question.  To see how 
the Giants perform in games in which their opponent scored 
at least five runs, use:

 team = Giants and o:runs >= 5    
query  

The o: prefix on the “runs” points the runs parameter to 
the opponent.

To see how the Giants perform in games AFTER they scored 
at least five runs, use:

 team = Giants and p:runs >= 5    
query  

Here, the p: prefix on the “runs” points the runs parameter 
to the team’s previous game.

Each one of these queries has two SDQL phrases.  The first 
defines the team and the second gives a condition.  There is 
no limit to the number of SDQL phrases that can be strung 
together with the word “and.”

That’s it. This is the basic structure of the SDQL. This struc-
ture will allow the thorough interrogation and investigation 
of historical sports data.  Understanding this structure is 
the key to understanding the SDQL. Once you have a grasp 
of this structure, you will be able to perform your own 
investigations.

Start by trying the many examples in this book.  If you have 
any questions about the SDQL, address them to the sports-
database.com discussion group at:

http://groups.google.com/group/SportsDataBase

This group is monitored by numerous SDQL masters who 
will be able to answer all your questions.

SDQL INTRODUCTION

http://killersports.com/mlb.py/query
http://groups.google.com/group/SportsDataBase
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There is so much data in baseball that more than any 
other sport, there are gambling to be taken advantage 
of.  The best part about baseball is that there are even 
simple situations where an edge can be gained.  This 
article examines such as situation - how teams perform 
after a game where they get a bunch of hits.  And with 
some simple refinement, we really have a strong situation 
to play in 2014 and beyond.  

Using data spanning back to the beginning of the MLB 
database at Killersports.com in 2004, what we see is that 
there is a nice carryover from a strong hitting performance 
one game to the next.  Teams that had more than 15 hits 
last game are 1035-943 SU (SDQL: p:hits>15).  While you 
might expect these teams to be significant favorites in 
these games, they are barely favored on average, with an 
average line of -108.6.  Playing on all teams after a game 
where they had more than 15 hits would have produced 
a profit for +$4,730 for the $100 player.  That is a return 
of investment of +1.9%.  Play against these same teams 
would have cost bettors -$14,615.  

This large sample size of almost 2,000 games is pretty 
concrete proof that teams that had so many hits last 
game are advantageous to play on, particularly when 
picking your spots.  To the right is the chart showing the 
breakdown of how teams perform depending on how 
many hits they had last game. 

Previous 
Hits

Record Play  
On $

Play 
Against $

29 1-0 (3.50, 100.0%) $125 ($135)

27 0-1 (-2.50, 0.0%) ($150) $95 

26 2-2 (-1.25, 50.0%) ($373) $343 

25 1-3 (-0.75, 25.0%) ($100) $100 

24 4-1 (1.50, 80.0%) $840 ($880)

23 6-6 (-0.83, 50.0%) ($570) $445 

22 11-20 (-0.69, 35.5%) ($1,073) $883 

21 22-18 (0.23, 55.0%) $702 ($902)

20 45-27 (1.26, 62.5%) $1,908 ($2,422)

19 59-58 (0.07, 50.4%) ($489) ($359)

18 96-81 (0.38, 54.2%) $2,434 ($3,755)

17 166-160 (-0.06, 50.9%) ($287) ($2,370)

16 271-249 (0.21, 52.1%) $1,763 ($5,658)

15 406-412 (0.04, 49.6%) ($3,100) ($3,200)

14 559-593 (-0.09, 48.5%) ($4,827) ($4,576)

13 803-800 (0.06, 50.1%) ($3,983) ($9,072)

12 1078-1059 (0.06, 50.4%) ($4,376) ($11,725)

This chart is a perfect example of the reason it is 
important to look at ranges of outcomes for correlation, 
instead of just single data points.  For instance, if someone 
looked at just how teams perform after having just 22 hits 
last game, the 11-20 record would support a play against 
in that situation.  However, the best fit line of these data 
points still shows that it is wise to play on teams in these 
situations.  

This article is unable to look at all the possible ways 
to improve upon this system to get even better results.  
However, one of particular relevance worth exploring is 
the relationship of runs, since runs and hits are the two 
most basic ways to express offensive success.  To examine 
this data, we built a chart similar to the one above in just 
seconds on Killersports.com using the open-ended SDQL: 
p:hits>15 and p:runs.  What that data shows is that teams 
have not been successful in this spot when they also 
scored an enormous amount of runs the last game, as the 
value is sucked out of the line.  Teams are just 85-87 when 
they scored more than 15 runs on more than 15 hits last 
game, and the average line in these spots is -119.3, over 
10 points higher than for the entire system, thus wiping 
out the edge gained from a hot offense.  Removing these 
games from the overall system (using the SDQL: p:hits>15 
and p:runs<=15) produces a record of 950-856 SU and a 
2.9% return on investment.  

This is a system that is active nearly every day ,with 
over 180 active instances per year.  We would not suggest 
you bet all 180 of these games per season, but to factor 
this in as a positive for a team when handicapping games. 
You will see this system, along with several other factors 
behind the given play, in several of our plays at SportsBook 
Breakers this coming season.

guided you to nice profits during football season 
and is in the midst of a profitable NBA season.  Join 

SportsBook Breakers this MLB season to why SBB has 
winning marks over the last three seasons.

We are excited to announce that SportsBook Breakers 
will continue the best handicapping deal in the 

business this season.  You can get a 7-day package of 
all SportsBook Breakers pick for just $50 in web debit 

value.  That’s just $7 a day!!! You can also get SBB’s 
season package for even bigger savings.

Available exclusively at www.killercappers.com

STUDY: HITTING REDUX SportsBook
Breakers

www.killercappers.com
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SDQL Notes to watch entering 
the 2014 season.

If successful sports’ betting is a marathon, not a 
sprint, then baseball handicapping is that steady, 
long, uphill climb in the middle of a race testing every 
participant’s mental will and leaving pretenders in 
the ditch.

With the sheer volume of games and statistical 
overload of trends and systems on the net, one 
approach is to take a handful of tried, tested and 
true methods that feel right for you, and track 
them meticulously throughout the summer. Sports 
Database provides the platform, now all you need is 
the hard goods. This article highlights a few of the 
angles I keep close to my vest as the season grinds 
along.

TOP OF THE ORDER

Our first system dates back to 2011 with anywhere 
from 25 to 48 plays per season and looks at teams 
with an affordable moneyline price within 20 cents 
of ‘Pick em’ (-103 average). The past two years 
produced a record greater than 70-percent on 61 
plays (44-17, 72-percent) and provided a nice cushion 
to my online account through the first three months 
of the season.

SDQL: -120 <= t:line <= 120 and tpo:runs + 5 <= 
tp:runs and SG = SGS and season >= 2011 and month 
< 7

We are looking for teams in the final game of a 
series who are coming off a win by five or more runs. 
In 2013 alone this system went 18-7 including a 10-1 
run from May 12 to the end of June.

SOFT LANDING

We’ve all seen starting pitchers humbled in the 
Mile High air of Coors Field and those bloated post-
game stats will often cause bettors to shy away from 
an otherwise talented arm in his next start. But 
staying ahead of the curve is how to make money in 
this business and here is an angle we uncovered for 
starting pitchers immediately following a rough start 
in the Rocky Mountains.

SDQL: AC and s:SRA > 5 and ss:SRA < 4.5 and s:A 
and so:team = Rockies and total <= 8.5

Since 2004, as long as a pitcher went into Colorado 
off a start where he allowed four or less runs (ss:SRA 
<4.5), his team is 4-20-2 O/U on the road with a total 
of 8.5 or less following the start against Rockies. 
The book’s Over/Under offering of 8.5 or less is 
the first indication that the oddsmakers have faith 
inthis starter’s ability and the fact he was solid prior 
to pitching in Colorado is your next sign to bet low. 
In 10 years this angle has produced just one sub-
.500 record (2006) and with an overall hit rate of 
83-percent we will continue to ride the wave.

MEN BEHIND THE MASK

Handicapping home plate umpires (HPU) can 
provide a nice edge against the sportsbook since 
the majority of bettors don’t take this variable into 
account. Remember, the book’s line is set to attract 
equal action on a game and our job is to find value. In 
2013, SportsDatabase.com added HPU to its arsenal 
and here is an example of how to use this feature to 
your advantage.

SDQL: HPU = Scott Barry and H and season >= 2010 
and league = ‘AL’ and STR and o:STR

(Continued pg. 9)

RUN THE BASES Jarvis Simes – 
Pick Sixty Sports
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The translation is that since 2010, HP ump 
Scott Barry has a record of 23 overs and 9 unders 
(72-percent) in American League games when it was 
two right-handers starting. Note that these games 
finished with 10.6 runs per game (RPG), clearing the 
posted total by an average of 2.19 RPG and the recent 
record shows strength at 7-2 O/U since Aug. 22, 2012.

 Pick Sixty Sports updates the hottest HPU trends 
via twitter and facebook throughout the summer. 
Follow along this season and see how `capping 
umpires can help boost your bankroll!

We’ve offered a few angles here to get you warmed 
up and would like to wish you success with all your 
plays in the year ahead. Before wrapping up, here is 
one more tip to consider as baseball teams head into 
their final series ahead of the All-Star break.

 
 

POST-MID-SUMMER CLASSIC (MID SUMMER 
NIGHT’S SLUMP)

This year’s All-Star game is slated for July 15 at 
Target Field in Minneapolis but while the public 
swarms to the Home Run Derby, we’ll be watching for 
teams who limped into the break on streak of three 
or more consecutive losses. This Over/Under angle 
was “live” twice in 2013, cashing two winners which 
improved its database record to 24-10-1 (71-percent) 
when betting the under.

SDQL: SG = 1 and rest > 2 and month = 7 and streak 
<= -3 and total >= 7

We’re looking for rested teams in July who lost 
three or more games before the break. As long as 
the total is O/U 7 runs or greater, bet these games 
to stay under the number.

Co-founder of Pick Sixty Sports, Jarvis Simes 
covers sports betting year round with a focus 

on baseball, football and hockey. Winner of the 
2012 EveryEdge MLB Handicapper’s Challenge, 

follow @JarvisSimes on Twitter for SDQL 
analysis and free picks!  

You can also find gambling information from 
Jarvis at  

picksixtysports.com

or follow the new Pick Sixty Sports Facebook 
page at  

www.facebook.com/PickSixtySports

RUN THE BASES (CONT) Jarvis Simes – 
Pick Sixty Sports

https://twitter.com/JarvisSimes
http://picksixtysports.com/
https://www.facebook.com/PickSixtySports
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Killersports.com is a great resource for all kinds of gambling situations.  There are several situations that can be 
analyzed to understand how certain occurrences affect gambling going forward.  The best opportunity from a gam-
bling standpoint - one that almost all of our trends at SportsBook Breakers use - is looking at how something which 
occurred in the last game will affect what should be expected of the next game. Doing so can give bettors a great 
edge going into the next day’s action.  

This study takes a look at how teams’ perform when looking at two factors - how many pitchers a team used in 
their previous game, and what quality of pitcher the team is using the next game as measured by ERA.  We are add-
ing in a couple of factors to make this study as relevant as possible: looking only at games played on no rest, when 
the previous days use of a the bullpen should matter most, and only at games from May on so that the quality of 
pitcher can be reasonably judged by ERA, and so that bullpen usage has been somewhat normalized by teams.  

Since 2004, there have been 33,248 regular season games pitched on no rest by starter’s with a non-zero ERA in 
May-on.  Teams are 16591-16657 in those games.  In order to analyze by the quality of pitcher, we decided to break 
the starters down into five categories, each accounting for approximately 20% of all starting pitchers. 
 
ELITE:    0.01 - 3.14  52.7% WP (6,624 games) 
ABOVE AVERAGE:  3.15 - 3.78  51.7%  (6,673) 
AVERAGE:   3.79 - 4.42  50.7%  (6,659) 
BELOW AVERAGE: 4.43 - 5.18  48.4%  (6,647) 
REPLACEMENT LEVEL:  5.19+   46.0%  (6,645)

Pitcher’s Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+
Winning % 50.8% 50.6% 49.6% 49.8% 50.5% 49.0% 48.3% 54.7% 54.1%
# of games 1146 3905 9828 10870 6720 2679 860 254 74

STUDY: DOES BULLPEN USAGE MATTER? SportsBook  
Breakers

(Continued pg. 10)
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STUDY: DOES BULLPEN USAGE MATTER? SportsBook  
Breakers

(Continued pg. 11)

Pitcher’s Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+
Winning % 47.8% 55.4% 50.7% 52.2% 52.8% 58.6% 53.1% 67.4% 53.8%
# of games 209 699 1776 2012 1264 457 145 46 13

Pitcher’s Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+
Winning % 51.7% 50.4% 50.9% 52.1% 53.9% 49.9% 48.7% 52.3% 46.7%
# of games 205 693 1818 1982 1239 519 158 44 15
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STUDY: DOES BULLPEN USAGE MATTER? SportsBook  
Breakers

(Continued pg. 12)

Pitcher’s Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+
Winning % 51.7% 51.1% 50.0% 50.5% 52.1% 49.5% 48.5% 59.5% 54.5%
# of games 203 724 1843 1995 1196 475 167 42 11

Pitcher’s Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+
Winning % 50.0% 51.5% 49.3% 47.6% 47.0% 45.3% 48.6% 56.6% 77.8%
# of games 226 715 1799 1969 1254 475 146 53 9
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Analysis
Since this data can easily be used to analyze games before they occur, we suggest these notes be used as a com-

ponent of handicapping each day’s games, along with several other factors:

• While not part of what the study is examining, it is important to note that one pitcher’s ERA affects a team’s 
chances of winning far less than most would assume.  Throwing a pitcher with an ERA in the top 20% only 
gives a team a 6.7% better chance of winning than a pitcher with an ERA in the bottom 20%.  This should make 
it clear that we are only going to be gaining advantages of a few percentage points in the right situations.

• Pitchers across the board are most consistent when they are pitching with a completely rested bullpen behind 
them.  The only group of pitcher’s which has not won between 50-52% of games in the spot is interestingly 
the elite pitchers who win just 47.8% of games.  This is 4.9% below their normal expectation, while the bottom 
20% of pitchers win an extra 4.7%. This certainly makes logical sense with these pitchers, as they can be pulled 
quicker when trouble is brewing for better quality relievers.

• No matter the quality of pitcher, teams perform much better than one would expect when the team used 
their entire bullpen (8+) yesterday, winning 54.6% of total games.

• The most consistent groups of pitchers no matter how many guys their team threw yesterday are easily 
the above average and average groups.  This makes sense as these type pitchers are often considered 
“workhorses,” who can eat up innings, making a deep bullpen less of a necessity.  

• The elite “ace” pitchers really do a far better job of picking up a tired bullpen.  Perhaps it is the extra focus, 
as these starter have won 57.9% of the time when six or more pitchers threw yesterday, which is 5.2% higher 
than expected, and have produced an ROI of +5.1% playing on.

• On the converse side, the replacement level pitchers really struggle picking up the slack after six or more 
pitchers threw, winning just 42.8% of games, 3.2% less than expected, and have produced an ROI of +2.5% 
playing against . 

STUDY: DOES BULLPEN USAGE MATTER? SportsBook  
Breakers

Pitcher’s Used 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+
Winning % 50.7% 45.6% 47.1% 45.9% 46.1% 43.9% 40.4% 36.1% 54.5%
# of games 213 743 1806 1982 1196 487 171 36 11
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The Indians are 16-0 
(+$1,600) since 2013 as 
a 130+ favorite vs a team 
that has lost at least their 
last three games. 

Query Output FileSU:  16-0 (3.12, 100.0%)  avg line: -186.3 / 166.9 
OU:  5-9-1 (-0.80, 35.7%)  avg total: 8.1

 Runs Hits Errors Walks Strike Outs Grounders Fly Balls Team left on base
Team  5.1  9.3  0.2  3.4  7.3  8.8  3.8  7.7
Opp  1.9  7.4  0.7  2.1  9.8  8.8  5.8  6.6

Date Site Team Starter Opp Starter Score SUm W/L OUm O/U Hits Errors BL Line Total Inn.
Apr 12, 2013  home  Indians  Justin Masterson - R  White Sox  Jose Quintana - L  1-0  1  W  -6.5  U  3-5  1-0  1-0  -142  7.5  9
Jul 13, 2013  home  Indians  Scott Kazmir - L  Royals  Jeremy Guthrie - R  5-3  2  W  -1.0  U  9-8  0-0  5-0  -140  9.0  9
Jul 29, 2013  home  Indians  Zach McAllister - R  White Sox  John Danks - L  3-2  1  W  -3.0  U  4-6  2-1  1-1  -165  8.0  9
Jul 30, 2013  home  Indians  Scott Kazmir - L  White Sox  Andre Rienzo - R  7-4  3  W  3.0  O  10-11  0-1  3-3  -190  8.0  9
Jul 31, 2013  home  Indians  Corey Kluber - R  White Sox  Jose Quintana - L  6-5  1  W  3.5  O  10-10  0-1  3-2  -160  7.5  10
Aug 01, 2013  home  Indians  Justin Masterson - R  White Sox  Chris Sale - L  6-1  5  W  0.0  P  14-5  0-1  5-0  -134  7.0  9
Aug 21, 2013  away  Indians  Justin Masterson - R  Angels  Jerome Williams - R  3-1  2  W  -4.0  U  8-7  0-0  2-0  -150  8.0  9
Sep 13, 2013  away  Indians  Danny Salazar - R  White Sox  Hector Santiago - L  3-1  2  W  -4.0  U  7-9  1-0  3-0  -140  8.0  9
Sep 14, 2013  away  Indians  Ubaldo Jimenez - R  White Sox  Andre Rienzo - R  8-1  7  W  1.0  O  11-9  0-0  8-0  -150  8.0  9
Sep 19, 2013  home  Indians  Ubaldo Jimenez - R  Astros  Dallas Keuchel - L  2-1  1  W  -5.0  U  12-9  0-0  1-0  -250  8.0  10
Sep 20, 2013  home  Indians  Zach McAllister - R  Astros  Brett Oberholtzer - L  2-1  1  W    4-4  0-3  1-1  -220   9
Sep 21, 2013  home  Indians  Scott Kazmir - L  Astros  Paul Clemens - R  4-1  3  W  -3.5  U  10-5  0-1  4-0  -260  8.5  9
Sep 22, 2013  home  Indians  Corey Kluber - R  Astros  Erik Bedard - L  9-2  7  W  2.5  O  13-9  0-0  7-2  -255  8.5  9
Sep 27, 2013  away  Indians  Corey Kluber - R  Twins  Pedro Hernandez - L  12-6  6  W  9.5  O  17-11  0-0  8-0  -195  8.5  9
Sep 28, 2013  away  Indians  Scott Kazmir - L  Twins  Cole De Vries - R  5-1  4  W  -2.5  U  7-6  0-0  4-0  -200  8.5  9
Sep 29, 2013  away  Indians  Ubaldo Jimenez - R  Twins  Scott Diamond - L  5-1  4  W  -2.0  U  10-5  0-3  5-0  -230  8.0  9 

SDQL Text
team=Indians and line<=-130 and 
o:streak<=-3 and season>=2013

Trend Analysis
While many of the best trends develop 

over several seasons, some of the best 
happen over a large enough stretch of 
games over a season or less.  We saw that 
happen during the 2013 season with this 
team trend.  

Many people said that Cleveland got to 
the playoffs in 2013 by beating up on the 
teams they were suppose to beat.  Looking 
at this featured trend, we can see that’s true. 
The Indians are 16-0 (+$1,600) since 2013 
as a 130+ favorite vs a team that has lost at 
least their last three games.”

This trend shows you just how you 
can take advantage of monitoring trends 

throughout the season.  Early in the year, 
Cleveland was not often a big favorite as 
they came into the season with expectations 
low after a 90-plus loss season.  They stayed 
in contention by beating up on the lower AL 
Central teams, particularly the White Sox, 
who are featured often in this trend result.  

If you recognized that Cleveland was 
beating up on teams that they were suppose 
to as these teams struggled, then September 
was your month to shine.  With this trend 
developed at 7-0 going into the final month 
of the season, Cleveland capitalized on an 
easy schedule during the final three weeks, 
going 9-0 when this trend was active.  

The key to the success of this trend was 
the Tribe shutting down bats, giving up just 
1.9 runs per game in these spots. 

As the 2014 season gets underway, 
monitor how Cleveland plays against 
floundering teams.

PLAY ON TEAM TREND SportsBook
Breakers
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The White Sox are 0-21 OU 
since August 25, 2008 after 
a game where they allowed 
at least three unearned 
runs and both teams had at 
least five hits.

Query Output FileSU: 9-12 (-0.10, 42.9%)   avg line: -102.2 / -109.7
OU: 0-21-0 (-2.83, 0.0%)   avg total: 8.7

 Runs Hits Errors Walks Strike Outs Grounders Fly Balls Team left on base
Team  2.9  7.6  0.8  2.6  6.2  10.4  6.1  6.5
Opp  3.0  7.2  0.5  2.4  6.5  10.1  6.7  6.2

Date Site Team Starter Opp Starter Score SUm W/L OUm O/U Hits Errors BL Line Total Inn.
Aug 25, 2008  away  White Sox  Clayton Richard - L  Orioles  Chris Waters - L  4-3  1  W  -4.5  U  8-9  0-2  2-1  -120  11.5  9
May 22, 2009  home  White Sox  Gavin Floyd - R  Pirates  Zach Duke - L  2-0  2  W  -7.0  U  6-2  0-0  2-0  -125  9.0  9
Jun 03, 2009  home  White Sox  Clayton Richard - L  Athletics  Josh Outman - L  3-5  -2  L  -0.5  U  7-7  0-1  2-2  -130  8.5  9
Jun 19, 2009  away  White Sox  Jose Contreras - R  Reds  Bronson Arroyo - R  3-4  -1  L  -2.0  U  4-11  1-0  2-2  -105  9.0  9
Jun 21, 2009  away  White Sox  Mark Buehrle - L  Reds  Aaron Harang - R  4-1  3  W  -3.0  U  9-6  0-0  3-0  110  8.0  9
Jun 28, 2009  home  White Sox  John Danks - L  Cubs  Carlos Zambrano - R  6-0  6  W  -3.0  U  13-4  1-1  6-0  -110  9.0  9
Aug 25, 2009  away  White Sox  Freddy Garcia - R  Red Sox  Jon Lester - L  3-6  -3  L  -0.5  U  8-11  1-1  1-3  235  9.5  9
Apr 17, 2010  away  White Sox  Jake Peavy - R  Indians  Jake Westbrook - R  2-3  -1  L  -3.0  U  5-6  0-0  1-1  -130  8.0  9
Jul 17, 2010  away  White Sox  Mark Buehrle - L  Twins  Carl Pavano - R  2-3  -1  L  -3.5  U  7-9  0-0  1-2  140  8.5  9
Sep 08, 2010  away  White Sox  John Danks - L  Tigers  Jeremy Bonderman - R  1-5  -4  L  -3.0  U  4-8  2-1  1-4  -130  9.0  9
Apr 09, 2011  home  White Sox  Phillip Humber - R  Rays  Wade Davis - R  4-2  2  W  -3.0  U  7-6  0-0  3-1  -120  9.0  9
Apr 30, 2011  home  White Sox  Phillip Humber - R  Orioles  Chris Tillman - R  2-6  -4  L  -1.0  U  8-6  1-0  0-5  -130  9.0  9
Jun 25, 2011  home  White Sox  John Danks - L  Nationals  Tom Gorzelanny - L  3-0  3  W  -5.5  U  10-2  1-0  3-0  -154  8.5  9
Aug 06, 2011  away  White Sox  Zach Stewart - R  Twins  Carl Pavano - R  6-1  5  W  -2.0  U  11-9  1-2  5-0  105  9.0  9
Apr 17, 2012  home  White Sox  John Danks - L  Orioles  Wei Yin Chen - L  2-3  -1  L  -3.0  U  7-6  0-1  0-3  -130  8.0  9
Jul 31, 2012  away  White Sox  Francisco Liriano - L  Twins  Nick Blackburn - R  4-3  1  W  -2.0  U  7-7  0-0  2-1  -145  9.0  9
May 14, 2013  away  White Sox  Jake Peavy - R  Twins  Kevin Correia - R  4-2  2  W  -2.0  U  12-6  1-0  2-0  -110  8.0  9
Jul 23, 2013  home  White Sox  Hector Santiago - L  Tigers  Rick Porcello - R  2-6  -4  L  -0.5  U  5-8  4-0  0-6  112  8.5  9
Jul 24, 2013  home  White Sox  John Danks - L  Tigers  Anibal Sanchez - R  2-6  -4  L  -0.5  U  11-11  1-1  0-6  120  8.5  9
Sep 11, 2013  home  White Sox  Jose Quintana - L  Tigers  Anibal Sanchez - R  0-1  -1  L  -7.0  U  5-10  1-0  0-1  155  8.0  9
Sep 26, 2013  home  White Sox  Andre Rienzo - R  Royals  Jeremy Guthrie - R  2-3  -1  L  -3.0  U  6-7  1-0  1-1  115  8.0  9 

SDQL Text
team=White Sox and total>=8 and 
date>=20080825 and po:runs - 
po:earned runs>=3 and p:hits>4 and 
po:hits>4

Trend Analysis
When looking at totals and related 

trends, one thing to take advantage of is 
places where the score of yesterday’s game 
was effected for an underlying reason, and 
to see if what occurred in that last game is 
effecting the total here.   

The featured OU trend is “The White Sox 
are 0-21 OU since August 25, 2008 with a 
total of at least eight, after a game where 
they allowed at least three unearned runs 
and both teams had at least five hits.”

In this case, the hidden gem that greatly 

effected the scoring in last game was 
generally just one or two poor defensive 
plays from Chicago.  Those plays led to at 
least three runs for the opponent.  With 
each team putting up at least passable 
offense, the effect those errors had is not 
that evident when casually inspecting the 
box score.  

 The other key is that we see that the 
scoring in that past game is being accounted 
for in these totals that are average or above. 

Looking at these next games, Chicago’s 
run prevention is much better, allowing just 
3.0 runs per game.  They commit just 0.8 
errors in this game, only slightly more than 
their overall average of 0.6 errors per game.

Watch for sloppy defensive games from 
the White Sox in 2014, and see if you can 
take advantage. 

OU TEAM TREND SportsBook
Breakers
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Zack Greinke has produced 
a team record of 26-0 
(+$2,600) since 2011 as a 
home favorite of more than 
-140, if there were between 
2 and 12 combined runs 
scored in his last start.

Query Output FileSU:  26-0 (2.81, 100.0%)    avg line: -191.9 / 171.9 
OU:  14-12-0 (0.56, 53.8%)    avg total: 7.6 

 Runs Hits Errors Walks Strike Outs Grounders Fly Balls Team left on base
Team  5.5  9.0  0.5  3.2  5.5  9.4  3.8  6.3
Opp  2.7  7.4  0.7  2.8  10.1  9.4  4.9  6.7

Date Site Team Starter Opp Starter Score SUm W/L OUm O/U Hits Errors BL Line Total Inn.
May 15, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Pirates  Kevin Correia - R  9-6  3  W  7.5  O  11-10  0-1  6-0  -175  7.5  9
Jul 27, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Cubs  Carlos Zambrano - R  2-0  2  W  -6.0  U  6-4  0-0  2-0  -165  8.0  9
Aug 12, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Pirates  Paul Maholm - L  7-2  5  W  1.0  O  12-6  0-1  5-0  -210  8.0  9
Aug 17, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Dodgers  Nathan Eovaldi - R  3-1  2  W  -3.5  U  6-6  1-1  2-0  -185  7.5  9
Aug 28, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Cubs  Casey Coleman - R  3-2  1  W  -3.5  U  6-6  1-0  3-0  -270  8.5  9
Sep 13, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Rockies  Esmil Rogers - R  2-1  1  W  -5.5  U  6-9  2-0  1-1  -220  8.5  10
Sep 24, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Marlins  Alex Sanabia - R  6-4  2  W  2.0  O  12-11  0-0  2-1  -200  8.0  9
Sep 28, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Pirates  Jeff Locke - L  7-3  4  W  1.5  O  7-6  2-2  5-0  -240  8.5  9
Oct 02, 2011  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Diamondbacks  Daniel Hudson - R  9-4  5  W  6.0  O  12-10  1-1  5-0  -160  7.0  9
Apr 18, 2012  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Dodgers  Chris Capuano - L  3-2  1  W  -2.0  U  7-6  0-1  1-1  -173  7.0  10
Apr 23, 2012  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Astros  Lucas Harrell - R  6-5  1  W  3.5  O  8-13  0-1  4-1  -225  7.5  9
May 20, 2012  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Twins  Jason Marquis - R  16-4  12  W  11.5  O  17-9  3-0  15-1  -220  8.5  9
Jun 06, 2012  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Cubs  Paul Maholm - L  8-0  8  W  0.5  O  11-3  0-2  8-0  -200  7.5  9
Jul 02, 2012  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Marlins  Carlos Zambrano - R  6-5  1  W  3.0  O  8-7  1-3  1-3  -165  8.0  9
Jul 13, 2012  home  Brewers  Zack Greinke - R  Pirates  James McDonald - R  10-7  3  W  9.5  O  15-10  1-1  4-2  -145  7.5  9
Aug 30, 2012  home  Angels  Zack Greinke - R  Red Sox  Jon Lester - L  5-2  3  W  -0.5  U  9-7  0-0  4-0  -160  7.5  9
Sep 09, 2012  home  Angels  Zack Greinke - R  Tigers  Anibal Sanchez - R  3-2  1  W  -3.5  U  7-5  2-0  3-0  -159  8.5  9
Sep 25, 2012  home  Angels  Zack Greinke - R  Mariners  Erasmo Ramirez - R  5-4  1  W  1.5  O  8-11  0-1  4-0  -235  7.5  9
Jun 27, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Phillies  Jonathan Pettibone - R  6-4  2  W  2.5  O  7-14  0-0  3-1  -185  7.5  9
Jul 13, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Rockies  Tyler Chatwood - R  1-0  1  W  -6.0  U  4-2  0-1  1-0  -160  7.0  9
Jul 30, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Yankees  Andy Pettitte - L  3-2  1  W  -2.0  U  10-5  0-0  1-0  -165  7.0  9
Aug 10, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Rays  Roberto Hernandez - R  5-0  5  W  -2.0  U  12-6  0-0  5-0  -150  7.0  9
Aug 26, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Cubs  Jake Arrieta - R  6-2  4  W  1.0  O  9-5  0-0  6-0  -250  7.0  9
Sep 01, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Padres  Tyson Ross - R  2-1  1  W  -4.0  U  7-3  0-0  1-1  -230  7.0  9
Sep 12, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Giants  Matt Cain - R  3-2  1  W  -1.5  U  9-9  0-1  1-1  -173  6.5  10
Oct 16, 2013  home  Dodgers  Zack Greinke - R  Cardinals  Joe Kelly - R  6-4  2  W  3.5  O  9-10  0-0  4-0  -170  6.5  9

SDQL Text
starter==Zack Greinke and sea-
son>=2011 and H and line<-140 and 
12>=s:runs+so:runs>=2

Trend Analysis
A great feature from www.killersports.

com is the ability to isolate starting pitcher 
trends using the “starter=name” parameter. 

One such trend which we at SportsBook 
Breakers really like is as follows: Zack Gre-
inke has produced a team record of 26-0 
(+$2,600) since 2011 as a home favorite of 
more than -140, if there were between 2 and 
12 combined runs scored in his last start.

Bettors tend to gravitate towards big 
name pitchers, but sometimes it is with 
good reason.  When playing a big favorite, 
you want to see that the pitcher has been 

able to back big lines in the past. No pitcher 
has done just that in the last few years with 
greater success than Zach Greinke. 

As a large home favorite, what you are 
looking for is a constant performance from 
the starter, not sinking his team’s chance to 
beat an inferior team.  Greinke has been a 
picture of that. Examining the SDQL further, 
we see that Greinke has worked at least five 
innings in all 26 of these games and allowed 
three runs or less in 23 of the 26 games.  
Greinke’s strike out stuff is particularly good 
against these lesser offenses, with at least 
seven strike outs in 17 of these games.  

Pitching for the favored Dodgers in 2014, 
Greinke is likely to have several chances to 
pitch as a big home favorite this upcoming 
season.  Take advantage of them.

TOP STARTER TREND SportsBook
Breakers
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2013 FUTURES

Tommy Milone has 
produced a team record of 
22-0 (+$2,517) in his career 
in the regular season after 
going less than six innings 
last start.

Query Output FileSU:  22-0 (3.59, 100.0%)    avg line: -106.7 / -103.8 
OU:  10-11-0 (0.79, 47.6%)    avg total: 8.2 

 Runs Hits Errors Walks Strike Outs Grounders Fly Balls Team left on base
Team  6.3  9.3  0.8  4.0  6.4  8.0  6.7  6.7
Opp  2.7  7.1  0.7  2.5  7.5  8.2  6.0  6.6

Date Site Team Starter Opp Starter Score SUm W/L OUm O/U Hits Errors BL Line Total Inn.
Sep 09, 2011  home  Nationals  Tom Milone - L  Astros  Bud Norris - R  4-3  1  W  -1.5  U  6-10  0-2  2-1  -125  8.5  10
Sep 15, 2011  away  Nationals  Tom Milone - L  Mets  Chris Schwinden - R  10-1  9  W  2.0  O  14-7  0-2  9-0  105  9.0  9
Sep 20, 2011  away  Nationals  Tom Milone - L  Phillies  Kyle Kendrick - R  4-3  1  W  -1.5  U  10-10  1-1  3-0  165  8.5  10
Apr 24, 2012  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  White Sox  Gavin Floyd - R  2-0  2  W  -5.0  U  4-4  1-1  2-0  100  7.0  9
May 06, 2012  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Rays  Matt Moore - L  9-5  4  W  6.5  O  10-6  0-0  4-4  155  7.5  9
May 11, 2012  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Tigers  Rick Porcello - R  11-4  7  W  7.5  O  13-8  1-0  9-1  115  7.5  9
Jun 13, 2012  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Rockies  Josh Outman - L  10-8  2  W  7.0  O  11-12  2-1  2-4  100  11.0  9
Jun 20, 2012  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Dodgers  Nathan Eovaldi - R  4-1  3  W  -2.0  U  8-3  1-0  3-1  -118  7.0  9
Jul 06, 2012  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Mariners  Kevin Millwood - ?  4-1  3  W  -2.0  U  8-7  0-0  3-1  -150  7.0  10
Aug 22, 2012  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Twins  Liam Hendriks - R  5-1  4  W  -2.5  U  8-3  4-1  4-0  -170  8.5  9
Sep 09, 2012  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Mariners  Jason Vargas - L  4-2  2  W  -1.0  U  5-9  0-0  3-0  -118  7.0  9
Sep 25, 2012  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Rangers  Scott Feldman - R  3-2  1  W  -4.5  U  7-7  1-0  1-2  145  9.5  10
Apr 15, 2013  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Astros  Erik Bedard - L  11-2  9  W  6.0  O  9-8  0-0  9-0  -180  7.0  9
May 18, 2013  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Royals  Ervin Santana - R  2-1  1  W  -4.5  U  5-5  0-0  1-1  -130  7.5  9
Jun 03, 2013  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Brewers  Marco Estrada - R  10-2  8  W  3.0  O  19-6  0-1  8-0  110  9.0  9
Jun 25, 2013  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Reds  Bronson Arroyo - R  7-3  4  W  2.5  O  7-10  0-0  6-0  -140  7.5  9
Jun 30, 2013  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Cardinals  Jake Westbrook - R  7-5  2  W  3.5  O  12-8  1-2  2-3  -133  8.5  9
Jul 22, 2013  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Astros  Dallas Keuchel - L  4-3  1  W  -2.0  U  8-5  3-1  1-3  -165  9.0  9
Aug 18, 2013  home  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Indians  Scott Kazmir - L  7-3  4  W  1.5  O  12-9  1-1  4-0  -135  8.5  9
Aug 27, 2013  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Tigers  Justin Verlander - R  5-3  2  W    7-3  1-1  2-1  170   9
Sep 15, 2013  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Rangers  Martin Perez - L  5-1  4  W  -3.5  U  8-10  0-1  4-0  120  9.5  9
Sep 23, 2013  away  Athletics  Tom Milone - L  Angels  Garrett Richards - R  10-5  5  W  7.0  O  13-6  1-0  5-0  132  8.0  9 

SDQL Text
starter=Tom Milone and s:SIP<6 and 
playoffs=0

Trend Analysis  
Often times the best trends are some of 

the simplest, and we see this here in what 
is quite possibly our favorite trend in the 
entire book.  

Oakland A’s starter Tommy Milone has 
produced a team record of 22-0 (+$2,517) in 
his career in the regular season after going 
less than six innings last start.

There is nothing about the surface stats 
for Milone that would suggest he would 
have produced such a big trend thus far in 
his three-year career.  With a 26-19 career 
record and a 3.92 ERA, Milone has been a 
above average, but not spectacular.  There 
is a reason he’s gone fewer than six innings 
in 22 starting in just over two seasons. 

Be it the extra rest or the extra motivation, 
the contrast in Milone’s performance in 
these games is absolutely stunning.  In 
games following a start where Milone went 
at least six innings, he has a produced a 
team record of just 16-21, with Milone’s 
team allowing 4.5 runs per game.  In the 
games making up the 22-0 mark, Milone’s 
teams have allowed an average of just 2.7 
runs per game.

Of course the true difference in 
performance in these situations is not as 
great as that enormous chasm in records.  
But knowing what spots to bet on Milone, 
and which spots to fade him, makes all the 
difference. 

This is a starter trend you definitely want 
to consider saving on www.killersports.com.  
If you are interested in saving this or any 
trend, check out the introduction to this 
Bible for more information.  

BONUS: STARTER TREND SportsBook
Breakers
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TEAM W-L TRENDS
TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
BON001 The Rays are 12-0 (+$1,440) since 2006 following a game 

where they had at least three runs on no more than four 
hits, if they are not on a 7+ game winning streak. 

team=Rays and season>=2006 and p:hits<=4 
and p:runs>=3 and streak<7

BON002 The Mariners are 0-12 (+$1,200) since August 08, 2009 as 
a dog after an extra inning win and it is not the first game 
of a series. 

team=Mariners and D and p:XW and SG>1 and 
date>=20090808

BON003 Doug Fister has produced a team record of 0-11 (+$1,100) 
since July 2010 as an underdog of more than 110 in games 
prior to September. 

starter= Doug Fister and 20100701<=date and 
line>110 and month<9 and series game=1

With the five bonus trends below, we have the opportunity to take a look at how to properly read the trends on the 
forthcoming pages. Each trend is broken down into three columns.  The first column is used to identify the trend as a 
team trend, starter trend or bonus trend.  The second column is the meat of the trend - the situation which has occurred 
for the team, or starter, and their subsequent result. It also includes how far the trend dates back, with the longest 
trends going back to the start of the database in 2004 (meaning these trends could be even bigger than described!)  
Finally the third column is the SDQL text which will produce the trend on www.killersports.com or sportsdatabase.com.

Each teams’ trends 001-004 are made up of team W-L trends.  For example this means that in BON001,  Tampa Bay 
has won 12 times and has never lost since 2006 in the given situation.  The other aspect is the (+$xxxx) included with 
each W-L trend. For winning trends such as BON001, the given amount of money the $100 player would be up having 
bet on this trend in each instance.  That means that if the team was an underdog, the bettor wagered $100 to win the 
amount of the underdog line.  For favorites, the bettor would have risked the amount of the line in order to win $100.  
When the trend is a losing trend such as BON002, the  given amount represents how much a bettor would be up if they 
had bet against the team in each instance, in the same fashion.

Up to this point, this MLB Bible has been primarily about trend and system analysis, and that is certainly an important 
part of understanding why certain situations have been smart gambling opportunities.  However without the base 
knowledge of what is happening - in this case the trends -  there is no value in knowing how to analysis them.  

With this in mind, SportsBook Breakers and Killersports.com have teamed up to load you up with trends - 200 perfect 
trends in all.  There are 200 total trends including six for each team, consisting of four win-loss team trends, one over-
under  team trend and one starter win-loss trend for each of MLB’s 30 clubs.  In addition, there are 12 bonus team W-L 
trends, two bonus team OU trends and six bonus starter W-L trends including the five example trends you find below.

STARTER W-L TRENDS

The same guidelines to team W-L trend apply to starter W-L trends.  Do note that while these trends are listed under 
individual team sections, the trends often span over a pitcher’s time with more than one team.  For instance this above 
BON003 trend covers Doug Fister’s time with Seattle and Detroit.

BON004 The Mets are 12-0 OU since September 8, 2011 as a dog 
after scoring 3 runs or less and winning as a favorite. 

team=Mets and D and po:runs<p:runs<=3 and 
p:F and date>=20110908

BON005 The Orioles are 0-12 OU since 2008 coming off a win where 
they had at least eight hits and they trailed by at least two 
runs after seven innings and at least a run after eight innings. 

team=Orioles and season>=2008 and p:M8<=-1 
and p:M7<=-2 and p:W and p:hits>=8

OU TRENDS

Each teams’ trend 005 is an OU trend.  In BON004, the trend record of 12-0 means that New York has gone over 12 
times with no unders in this situation.  In BON005, Baltimore has gone under all 12 times in the given situation.  Winning 
dollar amounts are not given with OU trends as it is assumed the line on each bet was even on each side meaning that 
betting the under would be (+$1,200) for trend BON005.

KILLERSPORTS.COM MLB TRENDS SET
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
LAA001 The Angels are 0-13 (+$1,630) since April 10, 2013 after a 

loss in which they had more than ten team-left-on-base.
team=Angels and 10<p:TLOB and p:L and 
date>=20130410

LAA002 The Angels are 0-13 (+$1,300) since July 2008 as a road dog 
of more than +110 vs an American League opponent when 
they are off a one-run win in which they led for fewer than 
five innings and scored less than 14 runs. 

team=Angels and 20070701<=date and A and 
line>110 and conference = o:conference and 
p:margin=1 and p:runs<14 and p:IL<5

LAA003 The Angels are 8-0 (+$865) in database history when fac-
ing an AL team which has five or less hits in each of their 
last three games. 

team=Angels and op:hits<=5 and opp:hits<=5 
and oppp:hits<=5 and C 

LAA004 The Angels are 7-0 (+$1,195) in database history on the 
road as more than a +140 dog, after an extra inning loss. 

team=Angels and A and 140<line and p:XL

LAA005 The Angels are 0-8 OU since 2006 after a game where they 
scored at least two runs on no more than three hits and 
benefitting with no errors. 

team=Angels and season>=2006 and p:hits<=3 
and p:runs>=2 and po:errors=0

STR001 Jered Weaver has produced a team record of 18-0 (+$1,800) 
in his career when he is off a start in which he had a WHIP 
of at least two and they did not lose by more than seven, 
and his team isn’t an underdog or more than +110. 

starter=Jered Weaver and line<=110 and 
s:SWHIP>=2 and s:margin>=-7

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
HOU001 The Astros are 0-17 (+$1,700) since 2010 following a loss 

where they scored 2-5 runs and led after eight innings.
team=Astros and season>=2010 and p:M8>=1 
and p:L and 5>=p:runs>=2

HOU002 The Astros are 12-0 (+$1,200) since May 02, 2008 as a fa-
vorite when they are off a loss in which they held the lead 
and it is the first game of a series.

team=Astros and F and p:BL>0 and p:L and 
SG=1 and date>=20080502

HOU003 The Astros are 8-0 (+$920) in database history following a 
loss where they led by at least four runs after five innings 
and did not lead by more than that after the second inning. 

team=Astros and p:M5>=4 and p:L and p:M2-
p:M5<=0

HOU004 The Astros are 0-7 (+$700) since September 10, 2010 after 
a win where they trailed by more than a run after five in-
nings and scored less than seven runs. 

team=Astros and date>=20100910 and p:M5<=-
2 and p:W and p:runs<7

HOU005 The Astros are 0-10 OU since May 04, 2007 on the road vs 
a team that has lost at least their last four games and it is 
the first game of a series. 

team=Astros and A and o:streak<=-4 and SG=1 
and date>=20070504

STR002 Scott Feldman has produced a team record of 0-15 
(+$1,820) since September 2009 coming off a starter where 
he went less than five innings. 

starter= ‘Scott Feldman’ and date>=20090901 
and s:SIP<5

LOS ANGELES ANGELS

HOUSTON ASTROS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
OAK001 The Athletics are 17-0 (+$1,990) since August 26th 2004 in 

the last game of a 3+ game series following a shutout win 
where they scored 2-12 runs.

team=Athletics and 20040826<=date and 
po:runs=0 and 12>=p:runs>=2 and LGS and 
SG>2

OAK002 The Athletics are 12-0 (+$1,200) in database history as a 
favorite of more than 120 when they’ve won each of the 
past three games by at least four runs. 

team=Athletics and line<-120 and p:margin>=4 
and pp:margin>=4 and ppp:margin>=4

OAK003 The Athletics are 10-0 (+$1,061) since June 08, 2010 after a 
loss in which they had at least five more team-left-on-base 
than their opponent as a favorite.

team=Athletics and p:FL and po:TLOB + 
5<=p:TLOB and date>=20100608

OAK004 The Athletics are 0-9 (+$1,015) in database history against 
an AL team when they committed at least four errors last 
game and it wasn’t the season opener. 

team=Athletics and conference=o:conference 
and p:errors>=4 and wins+losses>2

OAK005 The Athletics are 0-12 OU when they’ve lost four straight 
game by multi-runs and are facing a starter with an ERA 
of at least 3.45. 

team=Athletics and p:margin<=-2 and 
pp:margin<=-2 and ppp:margin<=-2 and 
pppp:margin<=-2 and o:STDSERA>=3.45

STR003 Tom Milone has produced a team record of 8-0 (+$922) since 
April 24, 2012 after winning as an away dog of at least +115 
in his last start. 

starter=Tom Milone and s:AW and s:line>=115 
and date>=20120424

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
TOR001 The Blue Jays are 12-0 (+$1,200) since September 12, 2010 

as a 130+ favorite after a 5+ run loss. 
team=Blue Jays and line<=-130 and 
p:margin<=-5 and date>=20100912

TOR002 The Blue Jays are 0-11 (+$1,280) since August 2010 if not a 
230+ point favorite after a game where they got a complete 
game from their starter and did not trail by 3+ runs after 
seven innings.

team=Blue Jays and date>=20100801 and 
p:PU=1 and p:pitches>=103 and p:M7>-3 and 
line>-230

TOR003 The Blue Jays are 0-10 (+$1,180) since August 29, 2007 if 
not more than a +140 underdog, when facing a team which 
has allowed over eight runs per game the last five games. 

team=Blue Jays and date>=20070829 and 
oA(o:runs, N=5)>8 and line<=140

TOR004 The Blue Jays are 10-0 (+$1,000) since July 09, 2008 as a 
140+ favorite when they are off a walk off win. 

team=Blue Jays and line<=-140 and p:WOW and 
date>=20080709

TOR005 The Blue Jays are 0-7-1 OU in database history with a total 
of at least nine, if they scored 15+ runs last game. 

 team=Blue Jays and season>=2004 and 
p:runs>=15 and total>=9

STR004 Brandon Morrow has produced a team record of 0-10 
(+$1,386) since May 26, 2011 as a favorite when the total 
is under nine, in the first game of a series.

starter=Brandon Morrow and F and total<=9 
and series game=1 and date>=20110526

OAKLAND ATHLETICS

TORONTO BLUE JAYS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
MIL001 The Brewers are 0-14 (+$1,400) in database history as a 

200+ dog with a total of at least eight.
team=Brewers and line>=200 and total>=8

MIL002 The Brewers are 11-0 (+$1,100) since August 11, 2008 as 
a home favorite after a win in which they had more than 
ten team-left-on-base.

team=Brewers and HF and 10<p:TLOB and p:W 
and date>=20080811

MIL003 The Brewers are 0-9 (+$975) since 2010 when they’ve lost 
back-to-back games by at least five runs each and they 
scored less than three points last game. 

team=Brewers and season>=2010 and 
p:margin<=-5 and pp:margin<=-5 and p:runs<3

MIL004 The Brewers are 9-0 (+$945) since August 2008 if they are 
facing a starter which allowed at least eight runs last game 
in a game where they were not favorites.

team=Brewers and date>=20080801 and 
os:SRA>=8 and os:line>-110

MIL005 The Brewers are 11-0 OU since 2007 if not more than +150 
dog, if they allowed at least 13 hits but no more than five 
runs last game. 

team=Brewers and season>=2007 and 
po:hits>=13 and po:runs<=5 and line<=150

STR006 Matt Garza has produced a team record of 0-14 (+$1,672) 
in his career when the total is under 9 after a start where 
he allowed no runs and threw at least 103 pitches. 

starter=Matt Garza and s:SRA=0 and 
s:SPT>=103 and total<9

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
ATL001 The Braves are 14-0 (+$1,518) since August 2011 on the 

road after a win where they allowed at least five walks. 
team=Braves and date>=20110801 and A and 
p:W and 5<=po:walks 

ATL002 The Braves are 12-0 ($+1,273) since September 2007 when 
they got more than eight innings but less than 12 strike 
outs from their starter last game. 

team=Braves and date>=20070901 and p:SIP>8 
and p:starter strike outs<12

ATL003 The Braves are 12-0 (+$1,200) since June 19, 2013 at home 
when they are off a loss in which they never led.

team=Braves and H and p:BL=0 and p:L and 
date>=20130619

ATL004 Braves are 0-8 (+$951) since 2010 after a game where they 
stuck out two or fewer times.

team=Braves and season>=2010 and p:SO<=2

ATL005 The Braves are 0-9 OU since May 18, 2004 as a dog when 
the total is under nine, vs a team that has lost at least their 
last three games and it is the first game of a series. 

team=Braves and D and total<9 and 
o:streak<=-3 and SG=1 and date>=20040518

STR005 Mike Minor has produced a team record of 10-0 (+$1,000) 
since August 02, 2012 as a home favorite after a quality 
start they won last start.  

starter=Mike Minor and HF and s:QS and s:W 
and date>=20120802

ATLANTA BRAVES

MILWAUKEE BREWERS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
CHC001 The Cubs are 11-0 (+$1,100) since June 3, 2007 as a favorite 

when they are off two losses in which they never led and 
it is the last game of a series. 

team=Cubs and F and p:BL=0 and p:L 
and pp:BL=0 and pp:L and SG=SGS and 
date>=20070603

CHC002 The Cubs are 0-10 (+$1,000) since June 20, 2013 as a road 
140+ dog it is the last game of the series.

team=Cubs and A and 140<=line and SG=SGS 
and date>=20130620

CHC003 The Cubs are 9-0 (+$998) in database history when the total 
is no more than 10, following a loss where they led by at 
least three after one inning. 

team=Cubs and p:M1>=3 and p:L and total<=10

CHC004 The Cubs are 0-7 (+$1,330) in database history as a 200+ 
favorite when their opponent is seeking immediate revenge 
for a shutout loss.

 team=Cubs and H and line<=-200 and SG>1 and 
po:runs=0 

CHC005 The Cubs are 16-0 OU since May 03, 2008 as a road favorite 
after a loss in which they allowed 5+ walks and it is not the 
first game of a series.

team=Cubs and 20080503<=date and AF and 
p:L and SG>1 and po:walks>=5 

STR008 Edwin Jackson has produced a team record of 0-14 
(+$1,468) since July 2009 when not a favorite of -185 or 
more, if he did not allow a walk last start.

starter= ‘Edwin Jackson’ and date>=20090701 
and line>-185 and s:SWA=0

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
STL001 The Cardinals are 13-0 ($1,310) since September 16, 2010 

at home after a loss in which they had at least five more 
team-left-on-base than their opponent. 

team=Cardinals and H and p:L and 
po:TLOB+5<=p:TLOB and date>=20100916

STL002 The Cardinals are 12-0 (+$1,200) since September 16, 2012 
as a road favorite when they are off a loss in which they 
held the lead.

team=Cardinals and AF and p:BL>0 and p:L and 
date>=20120916

STL003 The Cardinals are 0-11 (+$1,355) since 2007 if not more 
than -200 favorites after a game where they allowed at 
least four unearned runs but did not give up five or more 
runs in the first inning. 

team=Cardinals and season>=2007 and po:runs 
- po:earned runs>=4 and po:R1<5 and line>=-
200

STL004 The Cardinals are 0-8 (+$1,113) since June 12, 2013 on the 
road vs a team that has lost at least their last two games, 
when the Cardinals allowed fewer than five runs last game.

team=Cardinals and A and o:streak<=-2 and 
po:runs<=5 and date>=20130612

STL005 The Cardinals are 10-0 OU since September 13, 2009 at 
home when they are off a loss in which they scored in at 
least four separate innings. 

team=Cardinals and H and p:SII>=4 and p:L and 
date>=20090913

STR007 Adam Wainwright has produced a team record of 12-0 
(+$1,200) since August 6, 2010 on the road after going at 
least 6 innings and giving up 6 or fewer hits at home last 
start. 

starter=Adam Wainwright and A and s:SHA<=6 
and s:SIP>=6 and s:H and date>=20100806

ST LOUIS CARDINALS

CHICAGO CUBS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
LAD001 The Dodgers are 14-0 (+$1,400) since June 27, 2013 as a 

130+ favorite it is the first game of the series.
team=Dodgers and line<=-130 and SG=1 and 
date>=20130627

LAD002 The Dodgers are 0-13 (+$1,300) since June 24, 2004 as a 
road dog vs a team that has won at least their last four 
games and it is the last game of a series. 

team=Dodgers and AD and 4<=o:streak and 
SG=SGS and date>=20040624

LAD003 The Dodgers are 11-0 (+$1,100) since July 01, 2007 as a 
home favorite vs a team that has won at least their last 
three games and it is the last game of a series. 

team=Dodgers and HF and 3<=o:streak and 
SG=SGS and date>=20070701

LAD004 The Dodgers are 10-0 (+$1,000) since September 23, 2012 
as a road favorite after a loss in which they had 6 or fewer 
hits. 

team=Dodgers and AF and p:hits<=6 and p:L 
and date>=20120923

LAD005 The Dodgers are 0-10-1 OU since July 08, 2011 as a favorite 
after a 5+ run win and it is the first game of a series. 

team=Dodgers and F and p:margin>=5 and 
SG=1 and date>=20110708

STR010 Clayton Kershaw has produced a team record of 10-0 
(+$1,010) since October 03, 2009 at home after the team 
lost his last two starts.

starter= ‘Zack Greinke’ and season>=2011 and H 
and line<-140 and (s:BL<5 or s:W)

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
ARI001 The Diamondbacks are 0-31 (+$3,100) since August 2004 

as a +200 or greater underdog if they scored last game and 
have not won six or more straight games. 

team=Diamondbacks and date>=20040801 and 
line>=200 and streak<6 and p:runs>0

ARI002 The Diamondbacks are 0-25 (+$2,500) as a +180 or greater 
underdog against an NL West team ahead of them in the 
standings. 

team=Diamondbacks and 180<=line and DIV 
and o:WP>WP

ARI003 The Diamondbacks are 0-14 (+$1,415) since 2009 if they 
aren’t more than -135 favorites and have allowed six or 
less hits each of the past three games. 

team=Diamondbacks and season>=2009 and 
po:hits<=6 and ppo:hits<=6 and pppo:hits<=6 
and line>=-135

ARI004 The Diamondbacks are 7-0 (+$720) in database history fol-
lowing a win where they trailed by at least six runs.

team=Diamondbacks and season>=2004 and 
p:W and po:BL>=6

ARI005 The Diamondbacks are 0-10-2 OU since July 26, 2004 as a 
road dog after a loss in which their starter pitched at least 
8 innings for a net profit of $1000 when playing the under.

team=Diamondbacks and AD and 8<=p:SIP and 
p:L and date>=20040726

STR009 Patrick Corbin has produced a team record of 10-0 
(+$1,162) since September 16, 2012 vs a team that has 
won at least their last two games. 

starter=Patrick Corbin and 2<=o:streak and 
date>=20120916

ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS

LOS ANGELES DODGERS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
CLE001 The Indians are 12-0 (+$1,200) since May 17, 2011 as a 

road favorite it is the last game of the series.
team=Indians and AF and SG=SGS and 
date>=20110517

CLE002 The Indians are 8-0 (+$883) in database history when 
facing a team averaging less than 1.5 runs over their last 
three games.

team=Indians and season>=2004 and oA(runs, 
N=5)<1.5

CLE003 The Indians are 0-7 (+$1,050) since June 20, 2005 as a fa-
vorite after scoring 3 runs or less and winning as a favorite, 
and it is the first game of a series.

team=Indians and F and po:runs<p:runs<=3 and 
p:F and SG=1 and date>=20050620

CLE004 The Indians are 7-0 (+$860) since 2005 as home dogs in the 
first three games of a series after a multi-run win where 
they allowed at least five walks. 

team=Indians and season>=2005 and HD and 
po:walks>=5 and p:margin>1 and SG<=3

CLE005 The Indians are 0-13 OU since April 09, 2006 as a home dog 
when they are off two wins in which they never trailed and 
it is not the first game of a series. 

team=Indians and HD and po:BL=0 and 
ppo:BL=0 and SG>1 and date>=20060409

STR012 Justin Masterson has produced a team record of 0-11 
(+$1,100) since September 11, 2009 as a dog vs a team 
that has won at least their last three games.

starter=Justin Masterson and D and 3<=o:streak 
and date>=20090911

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
SF001 The Giants are 0-13 (+$1,300) since July 27, 2005 as a dog 

of 195 or greater
team=Giants and date>=20050727 and 
line>=195

SF002 The Giants are 0-10 (+$1,000) since July 30, 2004 as a home 
dog after a loss in which they had fewer than five team-
left-on-base as a dog.

team=Giants and HD and p:TLOB<5 and p:DL 
and date>=20040730

SF003 The Giants are 0-9 (+$1,008) since 2005 if they are not dogs 
of more than +120, coming off a win where they trailed by 
at least three runs after six innings. 

team=Giants and season>=2005 and p:M6<=-3 
and p:W  and line<=120

SF004 The Giants are 8-0 (+$1,005) since August 15, 2013 after a 
one run loss and it is not the first game of a series. 

team=Giants and p:margin=-1 and SG>1 and 
date>=20130815

SF005 The Giants are 0-10-1 OU since August 28, 2012 as a 140+ 
favorite after a 5+ run loss.

team=Giants and line<=-140 and p:margin<=-5 
and date>=20120828

STR011 Tim Lincecum has produced a team record of 11-0 (+$1,145) 
when coming off a start where he did not walk a batter.

starter= ‘Tim Lincecum’ and s:SWA=0 and sea-
son>=2009 

SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS

CLEVELAND INDIANS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
MIA001 The Marlins are 13-0 (+$1,765) since 2008 when they are 

off back-to-back losses by at least five runs each and they 
aren’t playing the Phillies.

team=Marlins and season>=2008 and 
p:margin<=-5 and pp:margin<=-5 and 
o:team!=Phillies

MIA002 The Marlins are 0-11 (+$1,270) in database history at home 
when they are off a walk off loss.

team=Marlins and H and po:WOW

MIA003 The Marlins are 9-0 (+$1,190) since 2007 if their opponent 
has 12+ hits in each of their last three games and did not 
lose by more than a run last game. 

team=Marlins and season>=2007 and 
op:hits>=12 and opp:hits>=12 and 
oppp:hits>=12 and op:margin>=-1

MIA004 The Marlins are 0-9 (+$1,040) since 2010 if their opponent 
has allowed at least 11 hits in each of the last three games.

team=Marlins and season>=2010 and 
opo:hits>=11 and oppo:hits>=11 and 
opppo:hits>=11

MIA005 The Marlins are 0-10-1 OU since July 03, 2005 as a road 
favorite it is the last game of a three game series when 
they split the first two.

team=Marlins and A and F and SG=SGS=3 
and ((p:W and pp:L) or (p:L and pp:W)) and 
date>=20050703

STR014 Jose Fernandez has produced a team record of 11-0 
(+$1,164) since April 13, 2013 at home after more strike 
outs than hits allowed. 

starter=Jose Fernandez and s:H and s:SSO>s:SHA 
and date>=20130413

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
SEA001 The Mariners are 0-19 (+$2,075) since August 13, 2006 

when they’ve allowed 12+ hits in each of the past three 
games but did not allow 10+ runs in all three of those 
games, and have not lost eight or more straight games. 

team==Mariners and date>=20060813 
and po:hits>=12 and ppo:hits>=12 and 
pppo:hits>=12 and (po:runs<10 or ppo:runs<10 
or pppo:runs<10) and streak>=-7

SEA002 The Mariners are 0-9 (+$940) in database history following 
a loss where they led by at least four runs after the fifth 
inning. 

 team=Mariners and p:M5>=4 and p:L

SEA003 The Mariners are 0-8 (+$876) since August 2008 after a 
game where they left at least 13 runners on base as a team 
and their opponent left at least seven. 

team=Mariners and date>=20080801 and 
p:TLOB>=13 and po:TLOB>=7

SEA004 The Mariners are 6-0 (+$1,040) since September 12, 2004 
as a home 170+ dog when they are off a loss in which they 
never led. 

team=Mariners and H and 170<=line and p:BL=0 
and date>=20040912

SEA005 The Mariners are 11-0 OU since August 08, 2012 after scor-
ing 6+ runs in a loss.

team=Mariners and 6<=p:runs and p:L and 
date>=20120808

STR013 Felix Hernandez has produced a team record of 8-0 (+$880) 
in his career vs a team on a 3-7 game winning streak and 
it is the first game of the series. 

starter= ‘Felix Hernandez’ and 3<=o:streak<=7 
and SG=1

SEATTLE MARINERS

MIAMI MARLINS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
WAS001 The Nationals are 15-0 (+$1,500) in team history as a road 

favorite after a win where they allowed 6 or fewer hits, which 
did not end a 3+ game losing streak.

team=Nationals and AF and po:hits<=6 and p:W 
and p:streak>-3

WAS002 The Nationals are 10-0 (+$1,129) since June 24, 2011 when 
they are off two one-run wins and it is not the last game of 
a series. 

team=Nationals and p:margin=1 and 
pp:margin=1 and SG!=SGS and date>=20110624

WAS003 The Nationals are 0-10 (+$1,000) since September 14, 2012 
as a road dog after a win in which they used 5+ pitchers. 

team=Nationals and AD and 5<=p:PU and p:W 
and date>=20120914

WAS004 The Nationals are 0-9 (+$1,045) since 2010 if they’ve al-
lowed an average of less than 1.8 runs per game their past 
five games and didn’t win by 10+ last game.

team=Nationals and season>=2010 and 
tA(o:runs, N=5)<1.8 and p:margin<10

WAS005 The Nationals are 0-10 OU since August 24, 2011 when they 
were shutout last game while allowing less than nine runs.

team=Nationals and date>=20110824 and 
p:runs=0 and  po:runs<9

STR016 Gio Gonzalez has produced a team record of 10-0 
(+$1,000) since April 17, 2012 as a favorite after he had 
a WHIP of less than one his last start at home. 

starter=Gio Gonzalez and F and s:SWHIP<1 
and s:H and date>=20120417

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
NYM001 The Mets are 0-12 (+$1,200) since August 22, 2007 as a 

home dog when they are off a walk off win. 
team=Mets and HD and p:WOW and p:hits<15 
and date>=20070822

NYM002 The Mets are 10-0 (+$$1,095) since May 27, 2006 with a 
total over seven after a game against an NL team where 
they had two or less hits.

team=Mets and date>=20060527 and p:hits<=2 
and total>7 and po:conference==conference

NYM003 The Mets are 0-9 (+$1,037) since April 13, 2011 as a favorite 
vs a team that has won at least their last three games and 
it is not the last game of a series.

team=Mets and F and 3<=o:streak and SG!=SGS 
and date>=20110413

NYM004 The Mets are 7-0 (+$1,330) since May 16, 2013 as a 170+ 
dog it is the last game of the series.

team=Mets and 170<=line and SG=SGS and 
date>=20130516

NYM005 The Mets are 11-0-1 OU since May 11, 2005 on the road 
after a loss in which they did not walk the opponent. 

team=Mets and A and po:walks=0 and p:L and 
date>=20050511

STR015 Bartolo Colon has produced a team record of 0-14 
(+$1,610) since July 2009 after allowing 2+ home runs 
last start. 

starter= ‘Bartolo Colon’ and date>=20090701 
and s:SHRA>=2

NEW YORK METS

WASHINGTON NATIONALS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
SD001 The Padres are 0-14 (+$1,400) since May 08, 2009 on the 

road after a win in which they allowed 5+ walks and it is 
the first game of a series.

team=Padres and A and 5<=po:walks and p:W 
and SG=1 and date>=20090508

SD002 The Padres are 11-0 (+$1,210) in database history when 
they allowed 13+ runs last game and scored between 2 
and 11. 

team=Padres and po:runs>=13 and 
11>=p:runs>=2

SD003 The Padres are 10-0 (+$1,115) in database history when 
facing a team which has scored less than a run per game 
in the past three games, if they allowed less than 10 runs 
last game. 

team=Padres  and season>=2004 and oA(runs, 
N=3)<1

SD004 The Padres are 0-9 (+$1,715) since 2005 as a 200+ favorite 
when they are off a loss in which they never led, as long as 
they were not a 150+ dog in that loss. 

team=Padres and season>=2005 and line<=-200 
and p:BL=0 and p:line<150 

SD005 The Padres are 12-0-2 OU in database history as a road fa-
vorite vs a team that has won at least their last three games. 

team=Padres and AF and 3<=o:streak

STR018 Ian Kennedy has produced a team record of 10-0 (+$1,058) 
since May 05, 2011 after he had a WHIP of less than one 
his last start at home. 

starter=Ian Kennedy and s:SWHIP<1 and s:H and 
date>=20110505

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
BAL001 The Orioles are 0-12 (+$1,200) since May 13, 2004 in the 

second game of a double header after playing as a dog in 
the first game. 

team=Orioles and p:D and double header=2 and 
date>=20040513

BAL002 The Orioles are 0-9 (+$1,042) since June 22, 2013 when 
they are off a walk off loss.

team=Orioles and po:WOW and 
date>=20130622

BAL003 The Orioles are 8-0 (+$1,158) since 2009 as a dog of +105 
or more with a total of at least nine after a game where 
they benefited from at least three unearned runs. 

team=Orioles and season>=2009 and line>=105 
and p:runs-p:earned runs>=3 and total>=9

BAL004 The Orioles are 0-8 (+$855) since May 2007 after a loss 
where they led by at least three runs after seven innings. 

team=Orioles and date>=20070501 and 
p:M7>=3 and p:L

BAL005 The Orioles are 12-0 OU in database history when they 
scored at least three runs on no more than four hits last 
game and allowed less than 15 hits. 

team=Orioles and p:hits<=4 and p:runs>=3 and 
po:hits<15

STR017 Chris Tillman has produced a team record of 0-10 (+$1,000) 
since August 03, 2009 as a dog after facing 25 or fewer hit-
ters and they won in his previous start. 

starter=Chris Tillman and D and s:SHF<25 and 
s:W and date>=20090803

BALTIMORE ORIOLES

SAN DIEGO PADRES
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
PIT001 The Pirates are 0-24 (+$2,410) since August 2005 in the last 

game of a road series coming off a 5+ run loss where their 
starter faced 10+ batters and had a WHIP of more than 1.50. 

team=Pirates and 20050801<=date and to-
tal>7 and A and p:margin<=-5 and LGS and 
p:SWHIP>1.5 and p:SHF>=10

PIT002 The Pirates are 12-0 (+$1,930) since September 2008 as a 
130+ home dog when they are off a loss which they never 
led and had more than three times as many hits as runs.

team=Pirates and 20080901<=date and H and 
line>=130 and p:hits*1.0/p:runs*1.0>3 and 
p:BL=0  

PIT003 The Pirates are 0-10 (+$1,103) since May 04, 2004 when 
they are off two one-run wins and it is the first game of 
a series.

team=Pirates and p:margin=1 and pp:margin=1 
and SG=1 and date>=20040504

PIT004 The Pirates are 7-0 (+$1,004)since June 17, 2012 as a road 
dog after a 5+ run win and it is not the first game of a series. 

team=Pirates and AD and p:margin>=5 and 
SG>1 and date>=20120617

PIT005 The Pirates are 0-14 OU since September 07, 2009 as a 
home 135+ dog and it is the first game of the series. 

team=Pirates and H and 135<=line and SG=1 
and 20090907<=date

STR020 Charlie Morton has produced a team record of 0-12 
(+$1,220) since 2010 when the total is at least 8 following 
a start where he went less than five innings. 

starter=Charlie Morton and season>=2010 and 
s:SIP<5 and total>=8 

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
PHL001 The Phillies are 19-0 (+$1,900) since October 2010 as a 

home 125+ favorite after a loss where they allowed 12+ 
hits.

team=Phillies and H and line<=-125 and 
12<=po:hits and p:L and date>=20101001

PHL002 The Phillies are 13-0 (+$1,300) since September 2004 as 
a favorite of 130+ when they are off a win in which they 
scored first and did not score after the third inning but 
had 3-7 runs. 

team=Phillies and 20040901<=date and line<=-
130 and p:runs-p:S3=0 and p:scored first=1 and 
p:W and 7>=p:runs>=3

PHL003 The Phillies are 12-0 (+$1,247) since May 17, 2010 at home 
after a win in which they had more than ten team-left-on-
base and weren’t 230+ favorites. 

team=Phillies and H and 10<p:TLOB and p:W 
and p:line>-230 and date>=20100517

PHL004 The Phillies are 0-10 (+$1,105) since 2005 after a game 
where they struck out at least 15 times but did not lose 
by five or more. 

team=Phillies and season>=2005 and p:SO>=15 
and p:margin>-5

PHL005 The Phillies are 12-0 OU in since 2004 in day games as a 
125+ dog in the first 150 games of the year, when won 
while drawing at least five walks last game.

team=Phillies and DAY and line>=125 and 
5<=p:walks and p:W and wins+losses<=150 

STR019 Cole Hamels has produced a team record of 9-0 (+$1,020) 
since July 2010 vs a team that has won at least their last 
three games and by more than a run last game. 

starter=Cole Hamels and 3<=o:streak and 
date>=20100701 and op:margin>1

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES

PITTSBURGH PIRATES
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
TB001 The Rays are 0-13 (+$1,300) since July 2004 as between a 

+105 and a +140 dog, after a win in a night game where 
they drew one or fewer walks. 

team=Rays and 20040701<=date and 
140>=line>=105 and p:walks<=1 and p:W and 
p:NGT

TB002 The Rays are 10-0 (+$1,000) since May 03, 2009 as a 140+ 
favorite after scoring 6+ runs in a loss.

team=Rays and line<=-140 and 6<=p:runs and 
p:L and date>=20090503

TB003 The Rays are 9-0 (+$980) since 2007 after a win where 
they trailed by at least three after six innings and scored 
less than 10 runs.

team=Rays and season>=2007 and p:M6<=-3 
and p:W and p:runs<10

TB004 The Rays are 0-8 (+$875) in database history if they have 
five or fewer hits in each of the past three games. 

team=Rays and p:hits<=5 and pp:hits<=5 and 
ppp:hits<=5

TB005 The Rays are 0-26 OU since August 2010 against AL teams 
as a favorite of more than -115 with a total between 7.5-8.5 
off a one run win in a night game. 

team= Rays and date >= 20100801 and 7.5 <= 
total <= 8.5 and line < -115 and p:margin = 1 
and p:NGT and o:conference = AL

STR022 Alex Cobb has produced a team record of 12-0 (+$1,273) 
in his career  vs a team that has won at least their last two 
games but did not win by 5+ last game. 

starter=Alex Cobb and 2<=o:streak and 
op:margin<5

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
TEX001 The Rangers are 0-17 (+$1,700) since 2005 as a 140-plus 

dog when they are seeking immediate revenge for a loss 
in which they allowed at least five walks and at least one 
home run, as long as they were not a 170-plus dogs. 

team=Rangers and season>=2005 and 
line>=140 and po:walks>=5 and p:L and SG>1 
and po:HR>0 and p:line<170 

TEX002 The Rangers are 11-0 (+$1,100) since May 11, 2013 as a 
road favorite vs a team that has lost at least their last two 
games. 

 team=Rangers and AF and o:streak<=-2 and 
date>=20130511

TEX003 The Rangers are 0-10 (+$1,172) since August 2008 when 
facing a team which has scored more than 8.5 runs per 
game over their past four games and at least eight runs 
last game.

team=Rangers and date>=20080801 and 
oA(runs, N=4)>8.5 and op:runs>=8

TEX004 The Rangers are 9-0 (+$1,360) since 2004 as a home dog 
of more than 140 when they are off a single-digit win in 
which their opponent scored first. 

team=Rangers and H and line>140 and 
po:scored first=1 and 0<p:margin<10 

TEX005 The Rangers are 0-12 OU since September 20, 2008 against 
AL teams if they allowed at least 13 runs last game.

team=Rangers and date>=20080920 and 
conference=o:conference and po:runs>=13

STR021 Derek Holland has produced a team record of 14-0 
(+$1,430) as road starter when not more than a +125 dog, 
following a quality start at home. 

starter=’Derek Holland’ and 20110701<=date 
and A and s:QS and s:H and line<=125

TEXAS RANGERS

TAMPA BAY RAYS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
CIN001 The Reds are 16-0 (+$1,795) since 2009 after a single-digit 

win where they had at least 16 hits. 
team=Reds and season>=2009 and p:hits>=16 
and 9>=p:margin>=1

CIN002 The Reds are 0-11 (+$1,100) since May 17, 2009 as a road 
dog after an extra inning loss.

team=Reds and AD and p:XL and 
date>=20090517

CIN003 The Reds are 0-10 (+$1,336) since April 25, 2013 when 
they are off a win in which they had at least three times 
as many hits as runs. 

team=Reds and p:hits/ p:runs>=3 and p:W and 
date>=20130425

CIN004 The Reds are 7-0 (+$1,058) since June 19, 2007 as a 140+ 
dog when they are off two losses in which they never led. 

team=Reds and 140<=line and p:BL=0 and 
pp:BL=0 and date>=20070619

CIN005 The Reds are 11-0 OU since 2010 after a loss where they 
allowed at least eight walks. 

 team=Reds and 2010<=season and 
po:walks>=8 and p:L

STR024 Homer Bailey has produced a team record of 11-0 (+$1,110) 
since September 29, 2009 when the temperature at the 
start of the game is 60 degrees or colder.

starter=Homer Bailey and temperature<=60 and 
date>=20090929

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
BOS001 The Red Sox are 15-0 (+$1,500) since 2004 as a home 

favorite in a day game which is not the first of the series, 
after a win where they had between 7-9 walks. 

team=Red Sox and DAY and HF and 
7<=p:walks<=9 and p:W and SG>1

BOS002 The Red Sox are 14-0 (+$1,400) since August 24, 2012 as a 
favorite after a loss in which their opponent left 18+ men 
on base individually. 

team=Red Sox and F and 18<=po:LOB and p:L 
and date>=20120824

BOS003 The Red Sox are 0-11 (+$1,125) since August 2009 in the 
first two games of the series against an AL team, when their 
opponent has won at least four straight multi-run games. 

team==Red Sox and date>=20090801 and 
o:conference=AL and op:margin>=2 and 
opp:margin>=2 and oppp:margin>=2 and 
opppp:margin>=2 and series game<3

BOS004 The Red Sox are 10-0 (+$1,000) since 2006 as at least a 
favorite between -120 and -180, following a win where 
they trailed by at least three after six innings. 

team=Red Sox and season>=2006 and 
-180<=line<=-120 and p:M6<=-3 and p:W

BOS005 The Red Sox are 0-8 OU since 2007 in the last game of a 
series as a road favorite of between -155 and -195 follow-
ing a loss.

team=Red Sox and o:streak<=-3 and 
date>=20130519

STR023 Jon Lester has produced a team record of 18-0 (+$1,870) in 
his career at night when his team used at least six pitchers 
yesterday and scored less than five runs in the first inning.

starter=Jon Lester and rest=0 and 6<=p:PU and 
NGT and p:R1<5

BOSTON RED SOX

CINCINNATI REDS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
KC001 The Royals are 0-12 (+$1,230) in database history with a 

total under 10 after a game where they left 0 or 1 runners 
on base as a team.  

team=Royals and p:TLOB<=1 and total<10

KC002 The Royals are 0-12 (+$1,205) since December 2004 after 
a game where they had two or fewer hits. 

team=Royals and date>=20040901 and 
p:hits<=2

KC003 The Royals are 10-0 (+$1,000) since April 13, 2009 as a 
home favorite after a win in which they allowed 6 or fewer 
hits and it is the first game of a series. 

team=Royals and HF and po:hits<=6 and p:W 
and SG=1 and date>=20090413

KC004 The Royals are 0-7 (+$705) since 2005 after a loss where 
they scored more than three runs and led by at least two 
runs after eight innings. 

team=Royals and season>=2005 and p:M8>=2 
and p:L and p:runs>=4

KC005 The Royals are 0-11-1 OU since 2007 when they scored at 
least 13 runs last game. 

team=Royals and season>=2007 and p:runs>=13

STR026 Jeremy Guthrie has produced a team record of 0-10 
(+$1,000) since May 28, 2008 as a home dog of less than 
165 when he lost as an away dog in his last start. 

starter=Jeremy Guthrie and date>=20080528 
and HD and line<165 and s:ADL

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
COL001 The Rockies are 0-17 (+$1,700) since 2004 as a dog of no 

more than +200 in the second game of a series vs a NL op-
ponent that has won at least their last four games.

team=Rockies and 200>=l ine>=100 and 
conference=o:conference and 4<=o:streak and 
series game=2

COL002 The Rockies are 12-0 (+$1,200) in database history as a 
130+ favorite vs a team that has won at least their last 
four games. 

team=Rockies and line<=-130 and 4<=o:streak

COL003 The Rockies are 11-0 (+$1,100) since 2013 as a favorite 
when they won the last time they faced this starting pitcher 
that season. 

team=Rockies and F and oS:L and 
oS:season=season and season>=2013

COL004 The Rockies are 0-10 (+$1,000) since April 27, 2013 on the 
road after a win in which they allowed 6 or fewer hits and 
it is not the last game of a series. 

team=Rockies and A and po:hits<=6 and p:W 
and SG!=SGS and date>=20130427

COL005 The Rockies are 0-15 OU since 2005 with a total of at least 
eight, after losing by double-digits last game while scoring 
two or fewer runs.

team=Rockies and season>=2005 and 
p:margin<=-10 and p:runs<=2 and total>=8

STR025 Juan Nicasio has produced a team record of 0-11 (+$1,162) 
since July 7, 2011 after having more strike outs than hits 
allowed last start. 

starter=Juan Nicasio and s:SSO>s:SHA and 
date>=20110707

COLORADO ROCKIES

KANSAS CITY ROYALS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
MIN001 The Twins are 20-0 ($+2,000) since 2004 as a favorite of 

more than -110 in the third game of a three-game series in 
which they lost the first two and were a favorite last game.

team=Twins and line<-110 and SG=3 and LGS 
and p:F and streak<=-2

MIN002 The Twins are 0-10 (+$1,023) since 2011 following a game 
where they trailed by at least four runs after the first inning 
and score less than seven runs. 

team=Twins and season>=2011 and p:M1<=-4 
and p:runs<=6

MIN003 The Twins are 0-9 (+$1,056) since 2011 as a favorite after 
a loss it is the last game of the series.

team=Twins and F and p:L and SG=SGS and 
season>=2011

MIN004 The Twins are 7-0 (+$765) in database history when they’ve 
won three straight games by at least four runs each. 

team=Twins and season>=2008 and 
p:margin>=4 and pp:margin>=4 and 
ppp:margin>=4

MIN005 The Twins are 11-0 OU since April 25, 2005 as a favorite of 
less than -170 when they are off a walk off loss and it did 
not come yesterday against a different team.  

team=Twins and -170<line<=-110 and po:WOW 
and (rest>0 or SG>1) and date>=20050425

STR028 Phil Hughes has produced a team record of 19-0 (+$1,900) 
since September 17, 2007 as a 200+ favorite pitching on 
less than 10 days rest. 

starter=Phil Hughes and line<=-200 and starter 
rest<10 and date>=20070917 

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
DET001 The Tigers are 0-17 (+$1,700) since July 2007 on the road 

as a dog of at least +100, after a loss vs. this team where 
they allowed at least 13 hits.

team=Tigers and date>=20070701 and A and 
line>=100 and po:hits>=13 and p:L and SG>1 
and playoffs=0

DET002 The Tigers are 16-0 (+$1,600) since September 06, 2007 as 
a home favorite after scoring 3 runs or less and winning 
and it is not the first game of a series. 

team=Tigers and HF and po:runs<p:runs<=3 and 
SG!=1 and date>=20070906

DET003 The Tigers are 11-0 (+$1,165) since 2009 if not more than 
a +150 underdog or a -230 favorite, after scoring at least 
eight runs per game the past five games. 

team=Tigers and season>=2009 and tA(runs, 
N=5)>8 and -230<=line<=150

DET004 The Tigers are 0-9 (+$1,024) since June 05, 2007 as a road 
favorite of no more than -145, after a 5+ run win and it is 
the first game of a series. 

team=Tigers and A and -145<=line<-105 and 
p:margin>=5 and SG=1 and date>=20070605

DET005 The Tigers are 0-11-1 OU since September 11, 2011 at 
home after a win in which they left fewer than 10 men on 
base individually. 

team=Tigers and H and p:LOB<10 and p:W and 
date>=20110911

STR027 Justin Verlander  has produced a team record of 17-0 
(+1,700) since May 07, 2011 when the total is over five, 
when he starts after the bullpen allowed at least three 
runs yesterday.

starter=Justin Verlander and date>=20110507 
and p:BPRA>=3 and rest=0 and total>5

DETROIT TIGERS

MINNESOTA TWINS
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STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
NYY001 The Yankees are 0-13 (+$1,300) since May 21, 2006 as a 

dog after an extra inning win. 
team=Yankees and D and p:XW and 
date>=20060521

NYY002 The Yankees are 12-0 (+$1,200) since 2005 as a favorite 
after a game where their opponent stranded 14+ on base 
as a team and had more than three walks. 

team=Yankees and F and po:TLOB>=14 and 
po:walks>3

NYY003 The Yankees are 0-10 (+$1,415) since 2004 when they 
scored 3+ runs but left 15-17 men on base as a team last 
game while striking out more than five times. 

team=Yankees and p:runs>=3 and 
17>=p:TLOB>=15 and p:strike outs>5

NYY004 The Yankees are 9-0 (+$900) in database history if they’ve 
lost by at least six runs in each of the last two games and 
did not allow more than 12 points last game. 

team=Yankees and p:margin<=-6 and 
pp:margin<=-6 and po:runs<=12

NYY005 The Yankees are 0-8 OU since 2008 against AL teams fol-
lowing a game where they had at least eight hits but no 
more than one run. 

team=Yankees and season>=2008 and p:hits>=8 
and p:runs<=1 and conference=o:conference

STR030 CC Sabathia has produced a team record of 13-0 (+$1,300) 
since May 8, 2009 vs a team that has averaged fewer than 
six strikeouts per game. 

starter=CC Sabathia and oA(SO)<6 and 
date>=20090508

STARTER TREND

TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
CWS001 The White Sox are 0-17 (+$2,015) since July 2006 in the 

last game of a series vs an AL opponent when they are off 
a win in which they scored in at least five separate innings 
and they were not a dog of more than 150. 

team=White Sox and p:SII>=5 and LGS and 
p:W and p:conference = po:conference and 
p:line<150 and 20060701<=date 

CWS002 The White Sox are 0-14 (+$1,436) since May 4, 2013 on the 
road vs a team that has won at least their last two games 
and it is not the last game of a series. 

team=White Sox and A and 2<=o:streak and 
SG!=SGS and date>=20130504

CWS003 The White Sox are 13-0 (+$1,325) since October 2004 past 
the first 15 games of the season when they’ve won two 
straight games by at least six runs each. 

team=White Sox and date>=20041001 
and p:margin>=6 and pp:margin>=6 and 
wins+losses>=15

CWS004 The White Sox are 10-0 (+$1,170) since September 2007 
if not favored by -200 or more, when they are coming off 
a win where they trailed by more than a run after seven 
innings. 

team=White Sox and date>=20070901 and 
line>-200 and p:M7<=-2 and p:W

CWS005 The White Sox are 0-10-1 OU since September 9, 2012 as 
a favorite after a one run win and it is not the first game 
of a series. 

team=White Sox and F and p:margin=1 and 
SG>1 and date>=20120909

STR029 Chris Sale has produced a team record of 0-9 (+$1,026) 
since June 2, 2013 vs a team that has won at least their 
last two games. 

starter=Chris Sale and 2<=o:streak and 
date>=20130602

CHICAGO WHITE SOX

NEW YORK YANKEES
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BONUS TEAM TRENDS
TREND ID TREND DESCRIPTIONS SDQL TEXT
BON006 The Astros are 0-12 (+$1,220) since June 2004 in the open-

ing game of a road series off a win as a favorite where they 
allowed six or less hits. 

team=Astros and 20040601<=date and A and 
po:hits<=6 and p:FW and SG=1 

BON007 The Red Sox are 12-0 (+$1,200) since August 2008 when 
facing a team which has allowed over 8.2 runs per game 
the past five games.

team=Red Sox and date>=20080801 and 
oA(o:runs, N=5)>8.2

BON008 The White Sox are 11-0 (+$1,420) since 2004 as a dog when 
their opponent lost at least their last four games and is 
seeking immediate revenge for a multiple-run loss.

team=White Sox and D and o:streak<=-4 and 
SG>1 and p:margin>1 

BON009 The Blue Jays are 11-0 (+$1,147) since 2008 facing AL teams 
following a win where they trailed by at least four runs, but 
were not down more than four after five innings. 

team=Blue Jays and season>=2008 and 
p:W and po:BL>=4 and p:M5>=-4 and 
o:conference=conference

BON010 The Athletics are 11-0 (+$1,110) since May 11, 2013 vs 
a team that has won at least their last two games and it 
is not the first game of a series.

team=Athletics and season=2013 and 
2<=o:streak and SG!=1 and date>=20130511

BON011 The Royals are 0-11 (+$1,100) since 2006 when facing a 
team which has scored over 10 runs per game the past 
three games and allowed no more than five runs last game. 

team=Royals and season>=2006 and oA(runs, 
N=3)>10 and opo:runs<=5

BON012 The Red Sox are 10-0 (+$1,163) since May 27, 2011 as a dog 
after a 5+ run win and it is not the first game of a series. 

team=Red Sox and D and p:margin>=5 and 
SG>1 and date>=20110527

BON013 The Phillies are 0-10 (+$1,107) since April 13, 2013 on the 
road after a win in which they used 5+ pitchers. 

team=Phillies and A and 5<=p:PU and p:W and 
date>=20130413

BON014 The Nationals are 0-10 (+$1,065) since 2006 when facing 
a starter who allowed at least nine runs in no more than 
four innings last start. 

team=Nationals and season>=2006 and 
os:SRA>=9 and os:SIP<=4 

BON015 The Red Sox are 10-0 (+$1,040) in database history when 
they committed at least four errors last game. 

team=Red Sox and p:errors>=4

BONUS STARTER TRENDS
BON016 Yovani Gallardo has produced a team record 20-0 

(+$2,000) since June 24, 2010  when he starts as a fa-
vorite against a team which has won at least 38% of its 
games, after he had a WHIP of less than one his last start. 

starter=Yovani Gallardo and 20100624<=date 
and F and s:SWHIP<1 and o:WP>=38

BON017 Clayton Kershaw has produced a team record of 13-0 
(+$1,370) since 2009 when the total is at least 7 and his 
team’s starter worked less than five innings yesterday.

starter=Clayton Kershaw and season>=2009 
and p:SIP<5 and rest=0 and total>=7

BON018 Charlie Morton has produced a team record of 0-11 
(+$1,170) since September 11, 2009 after he had a WHIP 
of at least 2 his last start in a road loss. 

starter=Charlie Morton and s:SWHIP>=2 and 
s:AL and date>=20090911

BON019 Tommy Hanson has produced a team record 11-0 
(+$1,160) in his career when not a -200+ favorite, after 
a start where he allowed 2+ home runs. 

starter=Tommy Hanson and s:SHRA>=2 and 
line>-200

BON020 Vance Worley has produced a team record of 8-0 (+$800) 
following a starter where he allowed four or fewer hits. 

starter=Vance Worley and date>=20110601 and 
s:SHA<=4

KILLERSPORTS.COM MLB BONUS TRENDS SET
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Sportsbook Breakers and Killersports.com are teaming up to produce the 2014 MLB Daily Information 
Sheet.  This two-page sheet will be the first place to start each morning for your baseball gambling infor-
mation.  The sheet will include a straight up, over/under, and starter trends of the day (with the valuable 
SDQL text included), a daily schedule chart, and other valuable handicapping information for that day’s 

games.  For full details on how to sign up, see page 2 of this Bible.
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Featuring
the SDQL

Presented By SportsBook Breakers
DAILY MLB TIPSHEET

SBB’S SDQL SU TREND  OF THE DAY:

The Athletics are 10-0 since May 11, 2013 vs a team that has 
won at least their last two games and it is not the first game 

of a series for a net profit of $1010. 

SDQL TEXT: team=Athletics and 2<=o:streak and SG!=1 and 
date>=20130511

SBB’S  SDQL PITCHER TREND  OF THE DAY:

When Mike Leake starts the Reds are 10-0 since April 21, 
2011 as a favorite after facing 25 or fewer hitters at home  

for a net profit of $1000. 

SDQL TEXT: starter=Mike Leake and F and s:SHF<25 and s:H 
and date>=20110421

MLB BIBLE ACTIVE TREND :

The Brewers are 23-1 (+$2,045) since 2011 as a home favorite 
of more than +$130 when they are off a win in which they 

never trailed and it is not the first game of a series

SDQL TEXT: team=Brewers and season>=2011 and H and line<-
130 and po:BL=0 and p:W and SG>1

SBB’S SDQL  CHOICE TREND:

The Yankees are 0-14 since April 25, 2009 as a road dog after 
a loss in which they allowed 5+ walks and it is not the last 

game of a series for a net profit of $1400 when playing against.  

SDQL TEXT: team=Yankees and AD and 5<=po:walks and p:L 
and SG!=SGS and date>=20090425

TODAY FROM SBB:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS MLB went 

1-1 +35 last night, winning on top 
play LAA. SBB has two plays in the MLB 
Tuesday with a 4-STAR Side of the Day 
and a 4-STAR Value Side, both in games with playoff implications. 
Get both for just $15 in web debit value or purchase individually. 

KILLERSPORTS.COM ACTIVE TRENDS:

The Padres are 8-0 since June 26, 2010 as a road 140+ dog 
when they are off a game that was tied at the end of at least 

six separate innings for a net profit of $1276. 

The Mets are 0-11 since September 25, 2011 as a home dog 
after a win in which they had fewer team-left-on-base than 

their opponent for a net profit of $1100 when playing against. 

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:
Killersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savvy individuals 

looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those efforts 
include you!  This is a group effort and in this section we want 
you to team up and provide each other with the best informa-
tion possible!  Submit your best and most interesting trends to 
kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will will publish 
them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a 
great MLB find.

USER Submitted: JOE

The Reds are 11-0 since April 03, 2013 after a loss in which they 
allowed 5+ walks for a net profit of $1106. 

SDQL TEXT: team=Reds and 5<=po:walks and p:L and 
date>=20130403

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at 
killercappers.com don’t).  Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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Away Home Time Away 
Starter

Home 
Starter

National 
TV

Away TV Home TV

Atlanta Washington 1:05 pm Minor (13-7) Haren (9-13)  SportSouth-
Atlanta

MASN2

Atlanta Washington 7:05 pm Garcia (4-6) Roark (6-0)   

San Diego Pittsburgh 7:05 pm Stults (8-13) Locke (10-5)  FOX Sports San 
Diego

Root Sports-
Pittsburgh

Miami Philadelphia 7:05 pm Flynn (0-1) Halladay (3-4)  FOX Sports 
Florida

CSN-Philadelphia

N.Y. Yankees Toronto 7:07 pm Pettitte (10-
9)

Dickey (12-12)  WWOR - 
Channel 9

RSN

Seattle Detroit 7:08 pm Maurer (4-8) Sanchez (14-7)  Root Sports-
Northwest

FOX Sports 
Detroit

Texas Tampa Bay 7:10 pm Ogando (6-4) Hellickson 
(11-8)

 FOX Sports 
Southwest

Sun Sports

San Francisco N.Y. Mets 7:10 pm Petit (3-0) Wheeler (7-5)  CSN-Bay Area SNY

Baltimore Boston 7:10 pm Feldman 
(12-10)

Dempster 
(8-9)

 MASN NESN

Cincinnati Houston 8:10 pm Leake (13-6) Lyles (7-7)  FOX Sports 
Ohio

CSN-Houston

Cleveland Kansas City 8:10 pm Kluber (9-5) Ventura (0-0)  STO Network FOX Sports 
Kansas City

Minnesota Chi. White Sox 8:10 pm Pelfrey (5-12) Quintana (7-6)  FOX Sports 
North

CSN-Chicago

Chi. Cubs Milwaukee 8:10 pm Samardzija 
(8-12)

Estrada (6-4)  CSN-Chicago+ FOX Sports 
Wisconsin

St. Louis Colorado 8:40 pm Kelly (8-4) Nicasio (8-7)  FOX Sports 
Midwest

Root Sports-
Rocky Mountain

L.A. Dodgers Arizona 9:40 pm Greinke 
(14-3)

Corbin (14-6)  KCAL FOX Sports 
Arizona

L.A. Angels Oakland 10:05 pm Richards 
(7-6)

Gray (3-3)  FOX Sports 
West

CSN-California

Today’s MLB Schedule

SportsBook Breakers  
selections are found daily at  

www.killercappers.com
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